integrated technology solutions
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CONNECTED
VIA INTERNET

BETTER, BROUGHT TO LIFE.
mPower is about giving you, your employees and your customers the ability to improve the
fitness environment in a way that is meaningful – empowering everyone to transform their
time in your facility into an experience like no other.

integrated technology solutions

Most visibly, mPower is about connecting users to the people and content they care about.
Because there’s nothing more valuable and engaging to users. And keeping them motivated
and providing tools to help them reach their goals is your livelihood.
Since you’re running a business, you also need powerful management tools that you can
access anywhere, anytime. mPower provides those tools, uniting all of our cardio solutions,
including the industry-leading Matrix Asset Management system.
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+

MATRIX ASSET MANAGEMENT™ SYSTEM
Decrease downtime, improve ROI and much more with our
industry-leading asset management solution and its
comprehensive view of your equipment.

+

ONLINE SERVICE PORTAL
This password-protected website delivers better communication
and greater accountability between you, Matrix and your
service provider.

They form the foundation of our new solution-centric approach to
fitness. That means we focus on the three core solutions that lead
to a better fitness experience for your customers and for you:
Motivate, Mentor and Maintain.

+

FACILITY COMMUNICATION & CUSTOMIZATION TOOLS
Communicate with users about upcoming events and specials, plus
customize equipment home screens with your logo using our
additional capabilities.

Provide proven, useful tools and
guidance to help users reach their
goals, at their pace.

+

NIKE + FOR THE GYM
Select Matrix equipment allows your Nike + iPod users to save their
workout data to their iPod® device for uploading to nikeplus.com.

fitness equipment, hardware, software and connectivity options.

Keep your center running smoothly
with our system that will help improve
uptime and your ROI.

+

VIRTUAL COACHING
A virtual coaching component is bundled with Virtual Active, and it
offers users tips to help them reach their fitness goals while
training individually.

MENTOR

+

mPower Integrated Technology Solutions are an assortment of

MYRIDE®/MYRIDE®+
Attract users and boost ROI with Myride® products, which
recreate the cycling instructor experience.

MAINTAIN

+

THE PARADIGM HAS SHIFTED.

CONNECTIVITY
From WiFi and Internet access to wireless receivers, we can link
users to everything from social media sites to basic remote audio.

Improve retention by connecting
users to engaging content through
a controlled interface.

+

ENTERTAINMENT
Offer users a rich entertainment experience, including live TV,
thousands of on-demand TV shows, music videos and personalized
workout data.

MOTIVATE

+

VIRTUAL ACTIVE™ WORKOUTS
Our Virtual Active™ workouts include HD video and ambient sounds
from exotic destinations plus incline and/or resistance changes for a
truly immersive experience.
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MATCH YOUR CUSTOMERS’ ASPIRATIONS
WITH POWERFUL MOTIVATION.
Everyone who enters your doors has a lofty goal they want to
achieve. Running that first half-marathon. Taking first place in
their triathlon age group. Or simply keeping up with their kids
who have boundless energy.
But no matter how strong their desire, they all need motivation.
A little push to get them over the hump. On a bad day. Or every day.
Some may need a change of scenery to spice up the everyday
routine. For others, only the crystal-clear melody of their favorite
singer’s voice can push them through their workouts to new
personal bests. The latest cute kitten video that’s gone viral.
Whatever works.
Though they may not say it, customers come to your facility
for motivation as much as for the machines. So turn to us for
both. We’ve moved far beyond the proverbial carrot to something
just as healthy but sweeter: a fusion of technology, entertainment
and Internet access – all right at exercisers’ fingertips. It’s a
combination that will keep your customers inspired and coming
back to meet their fitness goals.
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VIRTUAL ACTIVE EXPERIENCE
SPEED INTERACTIVE
Not only do you see beautiful HD
footage on the screen, but it speeds
up or slows down to match your
pace, so it’s almost like being there.

VIRTUAL ACTIVE EXPERIENCE
TERRAIN INTERACTIVE
If the terrain in the video changes,
the system changes our equipment’s
incline level or resistance to make it
feel incredibly immersive.

MOTIVATE

CONNECTED
VIA INTERNET

INTERNET CONNECTIVITY
WiFi-enabled 7xi consoles open up a world of opportunities for your
customers. With access to the Web’s most popular social media apps,
users will stay engaged, and their workouts will fly by while they access
their favorite content and connect with friends and family.
TV OPTIONS
Keep users motivated to help them achieve their fitness goals with
the Matrix 15” / 38 cm attachable viewing screen or our PCTV.
The PCTV delivers the Netpulse interactive media platform, offering
live TV, thousands of on-demand TV shows and music videos and
personalized workout data to create a rich entertainment and
exercise experience.
HIGH-QUALITY REMOTE AUDIO
If your facility utilizes several large, mounted televisions, we can
enhance users’ listening experience with our 900 MHz wireless
receivers, which deliver excellent sound to ensure a synchronized
audio-visual experience for your customers.
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GUIDE YOUR CUSTOMERS
ALONG THE PATH TO SUCCESS.
For people just beginning their fitness journey to those who’ve
been working out for years, the right guidance is critical for
exercisers to make steady progress without getting discouraged
or reaching the dreaded plateau.
Personal trainers know better than anyone that each person
is unique and that there is no one-size-fits-all solution for keeping
exercisers on the path to their goals. Some people respond best
to a softer touch and positive reinforcement. Others are just the
opposite. And then there are those who want to create their own
plan. They’re perfectly content to take advantage of new
technology, such as virtual coaching or online workout tracking.
It all points to the importance of variety.

+

Fortunately for you and your customers, we provide access to
several powerful tools – online and on-site – that can help every
type of exerciser succeed. Our goal is to complement the efforts
of personal trainers who work in your facility. Because by giving
trainers more tools, your customers are more likely to achieve
their goals. And when they succeed, we all win.
MYRIDE®

+

The kiosk helps users reach
their goals with instruction to
suit all fitness levels.
MYRIDE®+

Myride+ delivers instructor-led
classes to HD video and music.
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VIRTUAL COACHING
Matrix Virtual Active workouts include a Guided Workout option in which a trainer appears in the upper left corner, providing
instruction and encouragement for more effective workouts. Myride® products also contain several virtual coaching options,
including the ability to run classes anytime with a virtual instructor.

NIKE + FOR THE GYM
Nike+ is one of the largest online fitness communities in the world,
tracking users’ running, cardio and other activities. Cardio products
with 7xe consoles are equipped to sync with users’ iPod® devices,
allowing exercisers to upload workout data to nikeplus.com. They can
then take full advantage of the website’s tools and features, including
challenges with other runners, walkers and cardio users.

OPEN API
Have a great idea for a fitness-related app that would benefit your
customers? Our Open API (application programming interface)
allows you (or your freelance programmer) to develop online, mobile
or hardware applications that work with Matrix equipment in your
facility. Imagine using data generated by workouts to help users
meet their fitness goals and what that would do to differentiate
your facility. That’s mPower at work.
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PUT POWERFUL TOOLS IN THE
PALM OF YOUR HAND.
As a facility owner, you have a million things to manage.
Trust Matrix Asset Management to lighten the load when it
comes to equipment. Already the most comprehensive asset
management solution on the market, our robust new platform
offers a 360° view of your equipment’s status anytime. On just
about any device*.
The latest version of our asset management solution includes
an extremely useful, secure service/communication portal.
The portal and other recently added capabilities improve
communication between Matrix, you and your service provider,
streamlining the repair process and limiting downtime.
For example, if a machine goes down, Matrix Asset Management
will automatically notify our Customer Tech Support and your
service tech. All parties can then log in to the service portal
to ensure that the problem is fixed expeditiously. The results
are less downtime, greater accountability and more customers
who are truly satisfied because they have more access to their
favorite machines.

Our system isn’t just reactive, though. At its core, Matrix Asset
Management is about providing objective data so you can
make optimal decisions in the future. That’s why we provide you
a personalized portal with graphical displays of equipment use
– by product type, by hour, over the last month, etc. – that help
you align your inventory with usage patterns in your facility and
better manage products over their lifecycles. Other proactive
features are a preventive maintenance schedule that you can
customize and automated software updates for your equipment,
which guarantee you’ll always have the latest and greatest
software Matrix has to offer.
To help promote your services and communicate with users,
we’ve also added the ability to create events on a facility
calendar viewable on the 7xi consoles. That way, you can
communicate with customers about upcoming specials
or events. You can customize the product home screen, too.
Add your logo, or use it as an electronic “bulletin board”
to keep your customers informed.
* Device must be able to connect to the Internet
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MAINTAIN
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 ASILY VIEW YOUR
E
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Easy indicator icons on the
product page signal whether
a product is functioning
properly (green dot). Plus,
you can quickly access
equipment information
like product manuals or
service documentation.

ACCESS MACHINESPECIFIC DATA
Quickly gauge individual
machine use with summary
statistics and graphs of the
product’s use over time.
This invaluable data can
help you better manage
your inventory.

2

CUSTOMIZE
EQUIPMENT NAMES
Not only can you name your
facility or center, but you can
also configure the system
so that equipment names
follow facility policy for easy
identification by staff and
service providers.

3

UNDERSTAND
USAGE PATTERNS
At a glance, the system
automatically summarizes
the most popular machines
that were used at every time
of day. Greater insight into
usage patterns allows you to
better maximize product life.

4

5

MANAGE
MULTIPLE FACILITIES
Ideal for organizations large
and small, the system provides
easy access to equipment
data from multiple facilities
in a single portal accessible
by just about any device that
can connect to the Internet.
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MULTIPLE VIEWS
OF FACILITY DATA
A variety of data views are
possible for your facility.
Examples shown on this page
are Average Workouts per Hour,
Top Usage in the Past 30 Days
and Average Use by Type.
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